WITHDRAWN LOTS: 205, 266, 273, 288.

Lot 113: The medium is oil on paper, not oil on panel as stated.

Lot 158:  
TASTING NOTE:  
Bright bronze in colour with the faintest green tinge. The aromas are harmonious and enticing with touches of beeswax, melon, white chocolate, linseed oil, dried apricots, sultanas and poached pears. Very typical of old Dublin pot still whiskeys, with just a faint hint of old engine oil on the nose. The palate is dry and very smooth. No harsh oak as can often be found in very old whiskeys. Flavours of honey, pepper, sultanas, stewed fruits, mocha and rich sherry. The quality really shines through on the finish which is long lasting and rich.  
Al Higgins, December 2016.  
We are grateful to Ally Alpine and Al Higgins of The Celtic Whiskey Shop for their assistance in cataloguing this lot.  
www.celticwhiskeyshop.com  
After the tasting this bottle was resealed. The present measure is top of shoulder.

Lot 196: The image of this lot, which appears on p.27 of the printed catalogue, is incorrectly numbered 173.

Lot 205: Catalogue description should read ‘Attributed to Demetre Chiparus’. In our opinion probably a work by the artist.

Lot 213: The date of the hallmark is 1713.

Lot 297: This poster was released in 1973, not 1969 as stated.

Lot 330: Estimate should read €250-€300.